G3//BMK and Its Application to Calculation of Bond Dissociation Enthalpies.
On the basis of systematic examinations it was found that the BMK functional significantly outperformed the other popular density functional theory methods including B3LYP, B3P86, KMLYP, MPW1P86, O3LYP, and X3LYP for the calculation of bond dissociation enthalpies (BDEs). However, it was also found that even the BMK functional might dramatically fail in predicting the BDEs of some chemical bonds. To solve this problem, a new composite ab initio method named G3//BMK was developed by combining the strengths of both the G3 theory and BMK. G3//BMK was found to outperform the G3 and G3//B3LYP methods. It could accurately predict the BDEs of diverse types of chemical bonds in various organic molecules within a precision of ca. 1.2 kcal/mol.